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Abstract—In a pre and postconditions style specification, it is difficult to specify allowed sequences of method calls, often called protocols. However, the protocols are essential properties of reusable object-oriented classes and application frameworks, and the approaches based on the pre and postconditions, such as design by contracts (DBC) and formal behavioral interface specification languages (BISL), are being accepted as a practical and effective way of describing precise interfaces of (reusable) program modules. We propose a simple extension to JML, a BISL for Java, to specify protocol properties in an intuitive and concise manner. We also define a formal semantics of our extension and provide runtime checks. We believe that our approach can be easily adopted for other BISLs.

I. INTRODUCTION

As many program modules are developed and reused in the forms of library classes, software components, and application frameworks, the need increases accordingly to specify the interfaces of program modules precisely and unambiguously. An interface specification describes formally a program module by specifying both the syntactic interface and the behavior of the module. The Java Modeling Language (JML) [1] is a behavioral interface specification language (BISL) for Java to describe the interfaces of Java program modules such as classes and interfaces.

In JML, the behavior of a program module is specified by writing, among others, pre and postconditions of the methods exported by the module. The pre and postconditions are viewed as a contract between the client and the implementor of the module. The client must guarantee, before calling a method \( m \) exported by the module, that \( m \)’s precondition holds, and the implementor must guarantee that \( m \)’s postcondition holds after such a call. The assertions in pre and postconditions are usually written in a form that can be compiled, so that violations of the contract can be detected at runtime. Checking pre and postconditions at runtime—first pioneered by Design by Contract (DBC) tools [2] [3] [4]—is useful for checking the correctness of a program with respect to its specification.

The pre and postcondition style assertions found in JML and DBC are effective for specifying the functional behavior of a program module. By a functional behavior we mean the input and output relation of the module—e.g., for an input value \( x \) a method \( m \) should produce an output value \( y \). In addition to the functional behavior, there are other behavioral properties that clients of a program module have to know to use the module. One such a property that we call protocols in this paper is the order in which the methods exported by the module have to be called. The protocol properties are most often found in reusable library classes and object-oriented application frameworks. For example, methods of applets—Java classes embedded in HTML documents—should be called in a certain, predefined order. In the next section we will discuss applet protocols and specify them formally. Another common pattern that needs a protocol specification is what we call the build-and-access pattern in which some method builds or calculates derived attributes of an object and several observer methods are used to access the derived attributes once they become available. For example, most compilers represent a source code program internally as a tree, called a parse tree or an abstract syntax tree, where some of the nodes represent expressions. The type of an expression node becomes available only after a typecheck is performed on the tree. This means that methods that depend on the type, such as type access methods and code generation methods, should be called after typechecking—i.e., after the typecheck method is called and completed.

In this paper we first show that the pre and postcondition style assertions are inadequate for specifying the protocol properties of a program module, by using JML as our BISL. We then extend JML to specify the protocols in an intuitive and natural style. The essence of our extension is to separate the protocol assertions from the functional assertions of pre and postconditions. The protocol is written in a new specification clause, called call_sequence clause. The call sequence clause constrains the order in which methods of a class or interface should be called by clients, by specifying permissible sequences of method calls. We use a regular expression-like notation to write call sequence assertions.

We define the formal semantics of our extension to JML, i.e., call sequence assertions. The meanings of sequential
Java programs are formally defined in terms of method calls and returns. We model the state of a program execution as a history of method calls and returns, and a program execution as a transition on histories. A program execution satisfies a call sequence assertion if its history is permitted by the call sequence assertion; a call sequence assertion denotes a set of histories.

The semantics provides a sound foundation for checking call sequence assertions at runtime. For runtime checks we translate call sequence assertions into finite automata. For each method call and return, we check whether such a transition is allowed by the finite automata; if the transition is not permissible, an assertion violation error is reported. As in pre and postcondition checks, the runtime checks of call sequence assertions are transparent when no assertions are violated. A prototype implementation has been completed by extending the JML compiler.

II. THE PROBLEM

Pre and postconditions are an excellent tool for specifying functional behaviors of program modules, and approaches based on the pre and postconditions, such as design by contract (DBC) [2] and behavioral interface specification languages (BISL) [1], are being accepted by programmers as a practical programming and specification methodology [5]. The precondition specifies the obligation that clients of a module has to satisfy. The clients have to call the module in a state where the precondition is satisfied; otherwise, nothing is guaranteed by the module’s implementation.

However, clients often have to meet other requirements that may not be classified as functional, and thus difficult to be stated in a pre and postconditions style specification. An example of these requirements is the order in which the clients have to call the exported methods of a module. This order of method calls, often called protocols, is most commonly found in object-oriented application frameworks, such as graphical user interface classes [6]. For example, clients of Java applets should call applet methods in a certain order (see Fig. 1). Specifically, the clients have to call the init method first, then the start and stop methods every time the Web page containing the applet is visited (or revisited) and left respectively, and finally the destroy method when the applet is not needed.

1 Applets are Java classes that are embedded in HTML documents, and clients of applets are Web browsers and applet viewers.

Fig. 2 shows an example specification of the applet protocol written in JML. In JML, specifications are typically annotated in source code as special comments, e.g., //@ in the example. The first five annotations define constants for use in annotations, and the next annotation introduces a specification-only field named state. The JML modifier ghost indicates that the declared field is for use only in specification. The ghost field state keeps track of the protocol state of the applet (refer to Fig. 1). For example, the precondition of the init method, written in the requires clause, states that the init method should be called when the value of the state field is PRISTINE, the initial value of the field. The init method sets the state field to INIT to record the fact that it was called. Similarly, the precondition of the start method states that the method should be called after either the init method or the stop method is called, and the method

package java.applet;

public class Applet {
    //@ public static final ghost int
    //@ PRISTINE = 1,
    //@ INIT = 2,
    //@ START = 3,
    //@ STOP = 4,
    //@ DESTROY = 5;

    //@ public ghost int state = PRISTINE;
    //@ requires state == PRISTINE;
    public void init() {
        //@ set state = INIT;
        // ...
    }

    //@ requires state == INIT
    //@ || state == STOP;
    public void start() {
        //@ set state = START;
        // ...
    }

    //@ requires state == START;
    public void stop() {
        //@ set state = STOP;
        // ...
    }

    //@ requires state == STOP;
    public void destroy() {
        //@ set state = DESTROY;
        // ...
    }

    // other fields and methods ...
}

Fig. 2. The applet protocol specified in JML

Fig. 1. The applet protocol.
package java.applet;  
public class Applet {  
  //@ public call_sequence  
  //@   init() : (start() : stop())+  
  //@ : destroy();  
  // member declarations ...  
}  

Fig. 3. The applet protocol specified in the extended JML

also updates the state field appropriately. The rest of methods are specified similarly. In short, the protocol state is explicitly modeled and manipulated in annotations by using a specification-only field and the set statement.

What is wrong with the above example specification? There is an impedance mismatch problem. It is hard to read and understand the intent and the meanings of the specification because the protocol is not apparent from the way the specification is written and thus has to be inferred by the reader. Similarly, it is difficult to write protocol properties in such a specification. The main problem is that the protocol cannot be directly expressed in annotations. The problem would become aggravated in practice because protocol assertions would be intermingled with functional assertions in the pre and postconditions. The approach does not work for Java interfaces because interfaces in Java cannot contain method definitions.

In the next section we present our new approach to writing protocol specifications in JML.

III. OUR SPECIFICATION APPROACH

Our approach is to separate the protocol assertions from the functional assertions. As before, the functional properties are written in the pre and postconditions. However, the protocol properties are written directly as separate annotations in a suitable notation. For this, we extend JML to introduce a new specification clause, called a call_sequence clause. The call_sequence specification constrains the order in which methods of a class or interface should be called by clients. It specifies the allowed sequences of method calls.

Fig. 3 shows the applet protocol specified with the newly introduced call_sequence clause. We use a regular expression-like notation to express call sequences. In the example, the infix : operator denotes a sequential composition of two call sequences, and the postfix + operator denotes one or more sequential compositions of a call sequence. The meanings of the specification should be apparent. The specification describes the life-cycle of applets by stating that init should be called first, followed by some number of calls to start and stop, and finally destroy should be called as the last call.

In the call_sequence annotation, one can also specify alternative calls and nested calls. The following call sequence states that the start method should call either the repaint method or the paint(Graphics) method, directly or indirectly; nested calls are enclosed in a pair of curly braces, preceded by the calling method name. The example also shows that an overloaded method can be disambiguated by specifying its parameter types, e.g., paint(Graphics).

    init()  
      : (start(){repaint()  
           || paint(Graphics)} : stop())+  
      : destroy()

Our approach, with a small extension to the JML language, allows one to specify protocol aspects of program modules directly. For example, the call sequence specification of Fig. 3 is a direct description of the finite state machine shown in Fig. 1. The specification is also concise and intuitive.

In the following section we define formal semantics of the call_sequence clause. The formal semantics provides a foundation for checking the protocol specifications at runtime.

IV. THE SEMANTICS

In this section we first define the meanings of sequential programs in terms of method calls and returns and the meanings of call sequence specifications. We then formalize when a program satisfies a call sequence specification.

A. The Semantics of Sequential Programs

The state of a program execution is represented as the history of method calls and returns. We use the following notations to formalize the notion of histories and the semantics of sequential programs.

\( a \in \text{Action} \)  
\( m \in \text{Method} \)  
\( h \in \text{History} \equiv 2^{\text{seq Action}} \)  
\( a ::= m.\text{begin} \mid m.\text{end} \)

An execution of a sequential program is modeled as a sequence of actions, where an action is either a method call or a method return. A call to a method, \( m \), is denoted as \( m.\text{begin} \), and a return from \( m \) is denoted as \( m.\text{end} \). Thus, a history is a sequence of \( m.\text{begin} \) and \( m.\text{end} \), where \( m \) is a method. We use a pair of angle brackets \((())\) to denote a sequence. For example, \( (m.\text{begin} m.\text{end}) \) denotes the state of program execution where a call to \( m \) was made and returned, and \( (m_1.\text{begin} m_2.\text{begin}) \) denotes a history where a call to \( m_1 \) initiates another call, a call to \( m_2 \) — i.e., \( m_1 \) calls \( m_2 \), directly or indirectly — and both calls are not returned.

The behavior of a sequential program, i.e., program execution, is modeled as a transition on histories. This transition, \( T : \text{History} \times \text{History} \), is defined as follows.
defined as follows.

\[ \text{CallSequence} \triangleq \text{set of histories} \]

The semantics of call sequence specifications is defined by defining a set of (allowed) histories of program executions. We give program. A call sequence specification, therefore, denotes correspond to ", the matching ending brace.

The relation \( \rightarrow \) denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of the relation \( \rightarrow \), and the relation \( \Sigma_0 \rightarrow \Sigma \) denotes an execution of a sequential program starting from the initial state \( \Sigma_0 \).

B. The Semantics of Call Sequence Specifications

In this section we define the semantics of call sequence specifications by using the abstract syntax shown in Fig. 4. In the abstract syntax, the start and the end of a sequence of nested calls made from a method \( m \) are represented by \( m.\text{begin} \) and \( m.\text{end} \) respectively. That is, \( m.\text{begin} \) corresponds to the concrete syntax "\( m \) (" and \( m.\text{end} \) corresponds to "")", the matching ending brace.

A call sequence specification constrains a program by specifying the allowed histories of all executions of the program. A call sequence specification, therefore, denotes a set of (allowed) histories of program executions. We give the semantics of call sequence specifications by defining a mapping from specifications to sets of histories, \( \mathcal{M} : \text{CallSequence} \rightarrow 2^{\text{History}} \). The meaning function, \( \mathcal{M} \), is defined as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{M}[m] & \triangleq \{m.\text{begin} m.\text{end}\} \\
\mathcal{M}[m.\text{begin}] & \triangleq \{m.\text{begin}\} \\
\mathcal{M}[m.\text{end}] & \triangleq \{m.\text{end}\} \\
\mathcal{M}[s_1; s_2] & \triangleq \{h_1 \circ h_2 | h_1 \in \mathcal{M}[s_1], h_2 \in \mathcal{M}[s_2]\} \\
\mathcal{M}[s_1 | s_2] & \triangleq \mathcal{M}[s_1] \cup \mathcal{M}[s_2] \\
\mathcal{M}[s^+] & \triangleq \bigcup_{i=0}^{\infty} \mathcal{M}[s]^i \\
\mathcal{M}[s+] & \triangleq \bigcup_{i=1}^{\infty} \mathcal{M}[s]^i \\
\mathcal{M}[(s)] & \triangleq \mathcal{M}[s]
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \mathcal{M}[S]^i \) is defined as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{M}[s]^0 & \triangleq \{\}\ \\
\mathcal{M}[s]^i & \triangleq \{h_1 \circ h_2 | h_1 \in \mathcal{M}[s], h_2 \in \mathcal{M}[s]^{i-1}\}
\end{align*}
\]

The definition is straightforward and reflects our intuitive understandings of call sequence specifications. Note that the meaning function states that \( m \) is a syntactic sugar for \( m.\text{begin} : m.\text{end} \), a sequential composition of \( m.\text{begin} \) and \( m.\text{end} \).

C. Satisfaction Relation

When does a program execution satisfy a call sequence specification? A program execution satisfies a call specification, \( s \), if the history of the program execution is contained in the set of sequences denoted by the specification \( s \). We define the satisfaction relation between program executions and call sequence specifications formally as follows.

\[
h \vdash s \text{ if } h \in \mathcal{M}[s]
\]

where, the \( \vdash \) relation is defined as:

\[
h \vdash \mathcal{M}[s] \text{ iff } h \subseteq h_1, \text{ for some } h_1 \in \mathcal{M}[s]
\]

The notation \( h \subseteq h_1 \) means that \( h \) is a prefix of \( h_1 \). That is,

\[
h \subseteq h_1 \text{ iff } \exists h_2 \text{ such that } \langle h \circ h_2 \rangle = h_1
\]

A program execution meets a call sequence specification if its history is a prefix of some sequence denoted by the specification. Remember from the earlier section that a call sequence denotes a set of sequences of method calls.

The above definition is rather strong in the sense that the specification is assumed to be complete by considering all methods. A program execution that calls a method not appearing in the specification doesn’t meet the specification.

In practice, we would like to write call sequence specifications focusing only on a small subset of methods, without worrying about the rest of the methods. In fact, it is often impossible to consider all possible methods when writing specifications, e.g., those of other classes including future subclasses. Thus, we define a weaker version of satisfaction relations.

The loose (or weak) semantics of call sequence specifications is defined as:

\[
h \vdash \alpha(s) \vdash s
\]

where \( h \vdash \alpha(s) \vdash s \) is the projection of \( h \) over the alphabet of \( s \). The alphabet of \( s \), \( \alpha(s) \), is the set of methods appearing in \( s \). Thus, \( h \vdash \alpha(s) \) is the sequence obtained from \( h \) by discarding any methods that do not appear in \( s \). In the loose semantics we don’t care about calls to methods that don’t appear in the specification.

In the next section we use the loose semantics to provide runtime checks for call sequence specifications.
V. Runtime Checks

The next big question is how to check at runtime whether an execution of a program satisfies the call sequence specifications of the program.

Remember from Section IV-A that a program execution is modeled as a sequence of transitions on histories, and each transition has the form: \( h \xrightarrow{a} h^\sim(a) \). Thus, a natural approach to runtime checking is to ensure that, before committing a transition, such a transition is allowed by the call sequence specifications. To facilitate this check, we translate a call sequence specification into a finite state automata. The automata is an executable representation of the specification. Recall that \( a \) in a transition, \( h \xrightarrow{a} h^\sim(a) \), is either \( m.\text{begin} \) or \( m.\text{end} \) for some method \( m \). This means that we need to check the validity of a transition only in the pre and post-states, i.e., right before a method call and right after the method return. The following code summarizes the essence of our approach to runtime checking.

```java
// for trans \( h \xrightarrow{a} h^\sim(a) \) with spec s
if (a \in a(s)) {
    if (trans a possible?) {
        make trans a on the automata;
    } else {
        inform assertion violation;
    }
}
```

The first condition implements the loose semantics by checking method calls made only to those methods appearing in the specification \( s \) (see Section IV-C).

Each method is instrumented to execute the above code in the pre and post-states of every call, and a call_sequence clause is translated into a finite state machine injected into the bytecode of the class. A program execution should satisfy all call sequence specifications if a class has more than one call_sequence clause.

In sum, the essence of our approach is to translate a call sequence specification into a corresponding finite state automata and interpret the start and end of a method invocation as a transition on the automata.

A prototype of this approach has been implemented by extending the JML compiler [7]. We believe that our prototype implementation is sound and complete with respect to the semantics defined in Section IV.

VI. Evaluation and Future Work

We are currently performing two case studies to evaluate the effectiveness and practicality of our approach. The first case study is to examine existing JML specifications of Java library classes, such as various collection classes, that are shipped with the JML distribution. Our preliminary finding is that protocol assertions are totally missing from most specifications. Our plan is to extend the specifications with the newly introduced call sequence clause. The second case study is to look at source programs of various JML tools, identify protocol properties, and specify them in the extended JML. The JML tools are non-trivial software that consists of several packages and a large number of classes and interfaces built on top of an existing Java compiler. They also show the characteristics of object-oriented application frameworks, e.g., the inversion of control. We believe that the formal specification of protocols properties benefits both the beginning and the seasoned JML developers. Our initial finding is that there are many places where protocols are specified informally either as Javadoc comments or as informal descriptions in JML. This re-confirmed our belief on the need of specification facilities to specify protocol properties. Ironically we also found a similar example in our extension to the JML compiler. The parse tree node classes representing various call sequence expressions have a method called buildFA() to construct finite automata and several access methods, such as states(), labels(), startState() and finalStart(). This is an example of the build-and-access pattern, and thus the access methods should be called after a call to the build method, buildFA(). As a side product of these case studies, we hope to identify several patterns of protocol properties and document them in a catalog.

We are also in the process of refining our prototype implementation of runtime checks, e.g., optimizing the automata to improve their time and space efficiency. The current implementation does not support static call sequence assertions. It also doesn’t support inheritance of call sequence assertions. The loose semantics facilitates the interpretation of inheritance; the inherited call sequence clauses can be thought of being conjoined (in the sense of multiple call sequence clauses) to the inheriting class or interface. That is, an execution of a subtype (class or interface) should conform to not only its own call sequence specifications but also all inherited ones. In terms of runtime checks, this means that the call sequence checking code (see Section V) of a subtype should call the corresponding code of all its supertypes.

A future work is to extend our specification approach and runtime checking framework to multithreaded programs.

VII. Related Work

Meyer pioneered design by contract (DBC) in the programming language Eiffel by integrating executable assertions into programs in the forms of pre and postconditions and class invariants [3] [4]. However, Eiffel does not provide a built-in facility to write and check protocol properties. As in JML, they have to be embedded into pre and postconditions and in-line assertions.

Eiffel contributed to the availability of similar DBC facilities in other programming languages. For example, there are several DBC tools for Java [8] [9] [10] [11]
The approaches vary widely from a simple assertion mechanism similar to the `assert` macro of C to full-fledged contract enforcement tools. However, except for Jass [8] none of the mentioned approaches supports protocol specifications.

Jass [8] inspired our work on supporting protocol specifications in DBC. In Jass, protocol properties are called trace assertions, and a trace assertion specifies permissible sequences of method calls in a CSP-like notation. Thus, one can also express processes, parallelism, conditional, and data exchange among processes. In our approach, we adopted a simple, regular expression-like notation instead of process algebra. As in our approach, the trace assertions are also interpreted loosely. The Jass precompiler translates the trace assertions into runtime checks. An alternative approach called Jassda [13] [14] checks trace assertions by observing the events generated by debuggers through the Java Debug Interface (JDI). A shortcoming of this alternative is that the target program must run in the debugging mode.

Ada annotation languages, such as Anna [15] and SPARK [16], do not support protocol specifications. A more recent initiative, Spec# [17], extends C# with contract specifications. However, no construct was introduced to specify protocol properties.

Outside the DBC community, there have been several attempts to formalize protocol aspects of programs, such as frameworks (e.g., [6]), and the earliest work can be traced back to Bartussek and Parnas work on trace assertions [18].

VIII. Conclusion

We proposed and implemented a simple extension to JML to formally specify protocol properties of program modules. The extension allows one to specify the allowed sequences of method calls in an intuitive and concise manner. We believe that our extension provide a practical and effective way to specify formally the protocol aspects of reusable classes and application frameworks. The extension may be also useful for automating intra-class testing, e.g., automatically generating intra-class test data.

A prototype implementation of our extension is available from http://www.cs.utep.edu/~cheon/download.
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